needle which always points to the meridian
Although the discovery of the directive property
of a magnet is credited to the Chinese the first
practical use of this property in a compass was
made in western Europe in the 12th cent
Aircraft and ships now largely employ gyiostatic
compasses which are not affected by electrical
and magnetic disturbances. Sperry Brown
and Ansohutz are three important types of
gyroscopic compass.
Computer, a technical device for accepting an
input of Information, processing this information
according to some prescribed programme of
operations and supplying an output of processed
information. Maity types of operation can be
performed on many types of information and
computers are now indispensable to science,
business, warfare, government and other acti
Titles Early thinkers In this field were Pascal
(17th cent} Babbage CWtn cent) and. Turing
(1930s) but electronic computers as we know
them appeared during t3» Second; World War
and the first commercial machine was on sale in
1950 Computers we millions of times faster
COM-CON	E.26
Columns consist of a pedestal a shaft and a
capital over which the supported entablature
rises They are named awordini, to the style^
of architecture of which they form part bein"
Done Tuscan Ionic Corinthian or Composite
as the c ise mar be
Comets are celestial bodies which move about the
solar system in ellipticil or hyperbolic orbit«
Usually thebe star hke bodies are accompanied
by a long shining tail The hyperbolic comets
are seen once only and do not reappear
the elliptical comets are periodic and their
recurrence can be calculated with accuracy
The head of a comet is believed to consist of
email lioups cf solid matter accompanied by
dust particles and gases such as carbon dioxide
and methane It u.-*ed to be thought that the
tail tob produced by the pressure of sunlight on
the cometiry material but i modern explanation
is that it is produced by the combined action of
the solar wind (a continuous stream of ionised
hydrogen originating in the sun) and the inter
planetary magnetic field When they ran
parallel the effect is to produce a long streaming
tail pointing away from the sun Chief among
the periodic comets is Edmund Halleys the
first to return as predicted in 1"57 It re
appears about every 76 years and is nest due in
W85 The most spectacular comet of the 19th
cent was that found by Donati in 1858
Common I aw    Seem
Commons are the remnants of the mediaeval open
fields round villages hi which the villagers had
rights in common e a (i) estover—the right of
taking wood for house building or firewood (u)
pasture—the right of grazing beasts (m) tur
ban—the right of digging turf dv) piscary—
the right to fish Many of these common lands
were enclosed during the agrarian revolution
which went on steadily in England from the
15th cent onwards and with their enclosure
common nchts vanished A Boyal Commission
on Common Land described the commons in
190a as the last reservoir of uncommitted
land which provide as far as the public is
concerned by far the largest part of the access
ible open spaces of the country Under the
Commons Registration Act 196o it was the
duty of County Councils and County Borough
Councils to mate a register of all common land
and all town and village greens in their areas
Commons, House ol the Lower House of the
British Parliament See Section C Part D
Commune of Paris baa twice played a dramatic
part in the history of Prance. In 1792 it was
able through its control of the administrative
organisation of Paris, to override the National
Assembly In 1871 after the withdrawal of
the Prussian troops it tried to assert its
authority Public buildings were destroyed
by members of the Commune and civil war
raged during April and half May but Govern
ment troops suppressed the rising
Communism.   See J12.
Compass or Mariner's Compass is an instrument by
which the magnetic meridian is indicated and
comprises a horizontal bowl containing alcohol
and water, a card upon which the thirty two
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than human beings at computing and the
introduction of computeis into an organisation
does more than just speed up the calculations it
tends to transform the whole nature of the
organisition Ihe possibilities for future de
velopments seem enormous Analogu" com
puter<! a id digital computer*, are two different
kinds stemming from the difference between
Measuring and counting Analogue type1)
handle data that is represented by physical
quantities of continuously \ariable size such as
voltages or lengths These Quantities can be
made to vary hke the quantities in a problem
which the computer is set to solve thp problem
is thus solved by analogy A slide rule is a
rudimentary analogue computer in •nhich num
hers are represented by lengths oi rule Dwital
computers handle actual numbers expressed in
digits and the quantities in the problem are
represented by discrete numbers These can
all be expressed in binary form and thus stored
or handled hi bits See Bit Binary Notation.
Conclave an asbemblj of Poman Catholic tar
dinals met together to elect a pope The last
Conclave was held in the Vatican in June 1063
when Cardinal Montmi archbishop of Milan
was elected Pope Paul VI
Concordat an agreement or convention between
the pope and a secular government regarding
ecclesiastical matters The Concordat of Worms
in 1122 between Cahxtus LI and the Emperor
Henry V was famous as deciding a long struggle
in regard to investiture In 1801 Napoleon
concluded a concordat with Pius V3I defining
the restored relations between the head of the
Church and the SYench Roman Catholics
Condor a large eagle of brilliant black plumage with
a circlet of white feathers round its neck It is
a native of the Andes
Confederation is a free association of sovereign
states united for some common purpose It is
to be distinguished from a Federation which Is
a union of states with one central government
each state relinquishing its sovereignty though
retaining some independence m internal affairs
Confucianism    See J12
Conlferae are cone bearing trees including firs
pines cedars cypresses junipers yews etc
and are widely distributed m temperate regions.
Conservatism    See J12
Consistory a council or meeting of councillors also
the higher ecclesiastical courts and senates of
the Anglican and Roman Churches
Constitution, the fundamental organic law or
principles of government of a nation state
society or other organised body embodied m
written documents or implied m the instrtu
toons and customs of the country or society
The government of the USA unlike Great
Britain, works upon a written Constitution It
was framed when the USA came into existence
as a sovereign body when the Constitution built
a republic out of a federation of thirteen states
based on representative government The
constitution was adopted m 1789 and its
strength has been tested by the fact that sub
stantoally unchanged it is now the groundwork
for a federation which now comprises fifty states
Continent, a word used in physical geography to
denote the larger continuous land masses in con
trast to the great oceans of the earth They are
Euraaia (conventionally regarded as 2 con
tinents Europe and Asia) Africa North Amen
ca. South America Australia and Antarctica
Continental Drift The hypothesis of drifting
continents is due to F B Taylor an American
geologist who published his theory in 1908 and
to the Austrian meteorologist Alfred \Vegener
in 1910 The latter was impressed by the
matching coasts of South America and Africa,
which seemed to Mm to fit together like the
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle Since then many
other people have taken up and developed the
idea According to Wegener at one time there
were two primary super-continents Lauraeia
and Gondwanaland. The one m the northern
hemisphere consisted of North America, Europe
and the northern part of Asia Its southern
counterpart included Antarctica, Australia
India Africa and South America These
super continents broke up, and their various
bits moved apart. In particular the southern
hemisphere continents drifted radially north

